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1 Introduction

Multinational enterprises (MNEs) expand final-goods provision across borders
and outsource the production of intermediate inputs to foreign locations. Both
these phenomena raise concerns for labor markets in high-wage countries.
Standard trade theory suggests that outsourcing of labor-intensive produc-
tion stages to low-wage countries leads to a downward pressure on real wages
in high-wage countries. The foreign expansion of multinational enterprises
(MNEs) may have a similar effect, provided that the expansion is related to
a relocation of activities from the home country.1 However, Markusen (2002),
among others, stresses that the foreign expansion of an enterprise may be a
precondition for its overall expansion of employment—making the effect on its
demand for labor in the home country ambiguous.

Detailed data on multinationals have become available recently and spurred
empirical research into the causes and effects of their foreign expansion. Firm-
level studies have been conducted for the United States (data from the Bureau
of Economic Analysis, see e.g. Hanson, Mataloni and Slaughter 2003, Lipsey
1999), for Japanese multinationals (e.g. Head and Ries 2002, Head and Mayer
2002), Swedish multinationals (e.g. Braconier and Ekholm 2001), Italian multi-
nationals (Navaretti and Castellani 2003), and French multinationals (Disdier
and Mayer 2003).

In this paper, we employ a newly constructed database on German multi-
nationals to analyze their location and employment decisions. Our data set
contains information on German firms’ foreign direct investment (FDI) and
characteristics of both the parents, a rare data feature, and foreign affiliates—
including employment, assets, sales and exports. Law obliges German investors
to report detailed balance-sheet information on their foreign affiliates, regard-
less of sector, and asks for employment and sales figures. So, our data set
captures the full exposure of the German economy to outward FDI. We string-
match this foreign-affiliate information to a data set with information on the
German MNEs domestic operations.

A recent study by Buch, Kleinert, Lipponer and Toubal (2004) uses the
same affiliate-level information on FDI to analyze driving forces behind Ger-
man firms’ decision to invest abroad. A key difference between their data and
ours is that we match affiliate-level information on FDI to information about
the German parents. This allows us to control for parent-level characteristics
in the analysis. Furthermore, for a small sample of parents, we are able to
link information on outward FDI to the German corporate group, to which

1Helpman’s (1984) analysis of vertical foreign direct investment emphasizes that the
emergence of multinational firms expands the set of factor allocations that are consistent
with factor price equalization.
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the FDI conducting firm belongs, and capture most of the MNEs’ domestic
operations. Though the match of domestic firms to their corporate groups is
currently incomplete, this feature of the data may be important in addressing
the economic consequences of FDI for the home country. Foreign investments
may affect other parts of the corporate group’s activities in the home country
beyond the particular firm that carries out the investment.

We conduct our analysis in this paper in two steps. First, we study de-
terminants of location choice. We estimate how various location-specific and
parent-specific variables affect the likelihood that a German firm invests in a
particular location. Second, we analyze the relationship between labor demand
across domestic and foreign locations in a translog production framework. We
use this approach to examine how an expansion of employment in foreign af-
filiates likely affects employment at home. In future drafts of this paper, we
intend to use probability estimates of location choice from the first step to
correct for biases from selection into locations on the second step.

We find that German FDI is attracted to large and skill-abundant coun-
tries. Given size and skill endowments at the host location, German FDI seeks
countries with higher per capita incomes. These results are consistent with
the theory of horizontal FDI, which stresses market access as the prime mo-
tive for FDI. We also find evidence of vertical expansion strategies, which aim
at gains from factor-cost differences across locations. Our descriptive evidence
shows that capital intensities are substantially lower in foreign affiliates than
in German parents, consistent with the idea that German MNEs tend to locate
labor intensive activities abroad while keeping more capital intensive activities
at home. Our conditional and nested logit estimates of German MNEs foreign
location choice support the idea that FDI to lower-income destinations such as
Central and Eastern European is at least partly driven by a vertical specializa-
tion motive. We find that relative abundance of skilled labor is an attracting
factor, indicating that German MNEs are skill-seeking in their location choices.
Operating in a high-wage industry reduces the probability of investing in de-
veloping countries relative to the probability of investing in other countries.
So, MNEs in skill-intensive industries tend to seek skilled labor also in their
foreign operations, given the locations’ income levels.

Labor demand elasticity estimates are mostly not bound away from the re-
gion of complementarity under current shortcomings. However, the estimates
mostly tend to indicate substitutability between home and foreign employ-
ment. Though not significantly different from zero, coefficient estimates for
CEE indicate, for instance, that German MNEs who face a one percent higher
wage in their home sector increase their employment in CEE by one percent.
So, low-cost motives for outsourcing might be present. On the other hand,
a one percent wage reduction at existing affiliates in CEE only reduces Ger-
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man employment by about .02 percent. We take this as further evidence that
German MNEs might trace high-wage employees abroad and be insensitive to
slight wage changes, given a location’s income level.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
previous empirical studies on foreign location choice and investments, and on
consequences of foreign outsourcing and FDI for the home country. We briefly
describe the data in section 3 but relegate details to an appendix. Section 4
presents descriptive evidence on the sectoral and regional composition of the
foreign activities of German multinationals. We discuss our estimation models
in section 5. Section 6 presents and discusses the results from the analysis of
location choice. We turn to labor demand estimates in section 7. Section 8
concludes.

2 Related Literature

To varying degrees, empirical studies of FDI decisions draw on general-equi-
librium models of foreign trade in the presence of multinational firms. Most
studies on FDI determinants focus on the market access versus the cost re-
duction motive for firms’ expansion abroad (see e.g. Brainard 1997, Carr,
Markusen and Maskus 2001, Ekholm 1998, Brainard and Riker 2001, Head
and Mayer 2002, Markusen and Maskus 2002). While these studies generally
conclude that market access is a strong motive for firms’ decisions to expand
abroad, few studies find wage cost differentials to be an important factor.
This result suggests that, although outward FDI may contribute to depressing
wages in the home country in theory, in practice outward FDI need not have a
significant home wage effect because multinationals tend to invest abroad for
reasons beyond labor-cost differentials.

Recent studies analyze the consequences of globally integrated production
for labor markets in industrialized countries. Feenstra and Hanson (1996, 1999)
are among the first researchers to estimate the effect of foreign outsourcing
on the relative wage for skilled and unskilled workers. Feenstra and Hanson
conclude that foreign outsourcing from the US contributed substantially to the
observed increase in the wage premium for skilled labor in the US. Slaughter
(2000) focuses on transfers of production activities within US multinationals
to foreign locations and estimates the effect of such transfers on the relative
wage between skilled and unskilled workers. He does not find a significant
wage impact of the transfers, suggesting that Feenstra and Hanson’s (1999)
estimates are mainly related to sub-contracting or licensing and other forms
of market transactions that do not involve foreign ownership. Hansson (2001)
uses Swedish data to estimate the effect of within-multinational transfers on
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the Swedish labor market and finds some evidence that a transfer of activities
to non-OECD countries has a negative effect on the relative wage of unskilled
workers. Head and Ries (2002) conduct an analysis of foreign expansions of
Japanese firms and estimate their impact on the skill-intensity of the work
force at the Japanese parent firm, taking into account that the employment
effect may differ depending on whether the foreign expansion involves a low-
wage or high-wage country. Head and Ries find that a foreign expansion leads
to an increased skill-intensity and higher wages at the parent firm, and that
this effect is the strongest when firms expand into low-wage countries.

Slaughter (1995) proposes an empirical framework that permits an investi-
gation into whether workers employed in foreign affiliates tend to substitute or
complement workers at the domestic parent firm. Riker and Brainard (1997),
Braconier and Ekholm (2000), Brainard and Riker (2001), and Konings and
Murphy (2001), among others, apply the Slaughter framework to different
contexts. We follow in those footsteps. Earlier studies reach different conclu-
sions about the relationship between affiliate and parent workers. However,
a consensus seems to emerge that a complementarity exists between workers
employed at affiliates in low-wage countries and workers employed at the do-
mestic parent firms. This finding has been interpreted as evidence that firms
tend to slice up the value chain across countries with different relative fac-
tor supplies, making the production in different locations highly dependent
on production at other locations. In a recent study, Navaretti and Castellani
(2003) use propensity score matching techniques to assess the impact of a for-
eign expansion on Italian parent firms. Navaretti and Castellani find that a
foreign expansion leads to higher output and higher total factor productivity
but has no significant effect on employment.

Three recent studies with German data are Marin (2004), Geishecker and
Görg (2004) and Buch et al. (2004). Marin’s (2004) investigation draws on
a firm-level data set for German and Austrian outward FDI to Central and
Eastern Europe. The data were collected in the late 1990’s and include detailed
information of both parents and their affiliates in Central and Eastern Europe
(CEE). Marin measures the skill-intensity of operations alternatively by the
length of formal schooling of the labor force and by the workers’ engagement
in R&D and engineering occupations. Marin argues, based on both measures,
that the Austrian and German-owned operations in CEE appear more skill-
intensive than those of the domestic parents. She infers that German firms
outsourced skill-intensive jobs to countries in CEE in order to access these
countries’ relative abundance of high-skilled labor. Rather than using firm
data, Geishecker and Görg (2004) turn to a large household panel and find
that foreign outsourcing from Germany reduces the real wage for relatively low-
skilled workers in Germany, whereas German high-skilled workers, if anything,
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seem to have commanded wage increases following outsourcing.
Buch et al. use the same firm-level information on German outward FDI as

we do to analyze causes and effects of German FDI. Like most studies in this
area they find that, on average, market access is a stronger motive than cost
reduction for firms to conduct FDI. However, they do find that cost motives
seem to be important in some sectors. Furthermore, they find that affiliates
located further away from Germany tend to be larger but fewer, and that
previous investments of German firms have a positive effect on the decision to
invest in a new country. Beyond Buch et al.’s (2004) study, we take parent-firm
characteristics into account in our analysis of location choice, and complement
the evidence with an investigation into the substitutability between home and
foreign employment.

3 Data

We obtain information on outward FDI from Germany at the level of Ger-
man parents and their foreign affiliates from the direk data base at Deutsche
Bundesbank (BuBa). We complement this data set with information on the
parent’s domestic operations from BuBa’s ustan data, a balance-sheet data set
that includes employment information to get economic information about the
German parents. We collect country-specific information from several sources
(datastream, the German Federal Statistical Office, World Bank and IMF,
Freeman and Oostendorp’ OWW data, and Barro and Lee’s data on edu-
cational attainment). These external data include GDP, GDP per capita,
German wage rates at the level of sectors, foreign wage rates at the level of
occupation groups, and country-level measures of educational attainment.

FDI data. We use FDI data for the years 1989 through 2001 at the firm
level from BuBa’s direk data base. We refer to this data set as the fdi
data. We derive two data sets from the original data. First, we extract and
prepare raw Outward fdi data at the level of questionnaires (parent-affiliate-
year observations). This data set mainly serves as the basis for the aggregate
numbers and trends presented in section 4. Panels of both individual German
parents and individual foreign affiliates are identifiable for the subperiod 1996
through 2001 but these identifiers have been removed for the years prior to
1996. Similarly, we can only construct consistently deflated balance-sheet and
sales figures for the 1996-2001 subperiod because exchange rate information
for affiliates is not available for earlier years so that we cannot deflate those
figures on local currencies and cannot apply a purchasing-power-parity oriented
conversion into EUR. In the absence of a purchasing-power-parity oriented
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conversion, transitory exchange rate fluctuations would confound sales and
capital figures. Second, we construct parent-host-country aggregates (parent-
country-year observations) for the years 1996 through 2001 but mainly focus
on the years 1999 and 2000. This data set forms the basis of our subsequent
regression analysis in sections 6 and 7. We relegate further details on the FDI
data and their currency conversion to appendix A.

Complementary domestic data. We obtain information on the domestic
operations of German multinationals from the BuBa ustan data. Appendix B
summarizes the data set and results of our string matching procedure of FDI
firms to this complementary data source. We use balance sheet and employ-
ment information at the firm level from the ustan data set. We obtain this
information for all ustan firms and merge this information with the BuBa
Outward fdi data. Not all ustan firms are present in the Outward fdi data
set, as many German firms do not conduct any FDI. We will refer to these
firms as non-FDI ustan firms. We use information on the balance sheet to-
tal, exports, equity (including retained profits), profits, (non-financial) fixed
assets, liabilities, the number of employees, and turnover.

Home- and host-country variables. We obtain measures of GDP and
GDP per capita for all countries in our sample from the IMF’s International
Financial Statistics series. Geographical distance between the host country and
Germany is taken to be the greater circle distance between the host country’s
capital city and Berlin. To measure relative skill abundance, we use the share
of population with completed higher education (taken from the Barro and Lee
data set). We also use a measure of the relative costs of employing labor,
distinguishing between five different occupational groups. We construct these
data are from the Occupational Wages around the World (OWW) Database,
prepared by Freeman and Oostendorp (2001), which contains occupational
wage data for 161 occupations in over 150 countries from 1983 to 1999 (the
OWW data in turn are based on the ILO October Inquiry database). These
normalized wages refer to average monthly wage rates for male workers. We
use the 1999 data and aggregate the 161 occupations into 5 broad occupation
categories comparable to those used in Abowd and Margolis (1999).2 The
occupational categories are as follows: O1 engineers, professionals, and man-
agers; O2 technicians and technical white-collar workers; O3 other white-collar
workers; O4 skilled blue-collar workers; and O5 unskilled blue collar workers.
By definition, the skill intensity of these occupations falls with progressing

2We follow Freeman and Oostendorp’s (2001) recommendation and use their base cali-
bration with lexicographic weighting for the aggregate wages.
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Figure 1: Employment by location

number labels.

4 Descriptive Evidence

Though still small compared to the overall working population in Germany,
employment at German MNEs’ foreign affiliates almost doubled over the past
decade. Figure 1 depicts the development of employment at foreign affiliates of
German MNEs between 1991-2001, alongside the development of overall Ger-
man employment. Affiliate employment ranges between five and ten percent
of domestic German employment. In figure 1 and most of this paper, we cal-
culate foreign employment as weighted by the ownership share of the German
parent. Most foreign affiliates are held with high ownership shares, however,
so that this weighting procedure turns out to matter little for most statistics
and estimates.3

The remainder of this section provides an overview of the data and presents
descriptive evidence on domestic German and foreign employment, and the
capital intensity of jobs across locations. Details on the outward FDI data,

3In 2000, 68.2 percent of all foreign affiliates were fully owned (100%), another 18.2 were
majority owned (> 50%), and only 8.3 percent were owned with less than half the stakes
(< 50%).
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Figure 2: Foreign employment by host region and sector

and on complementing domestic information, are relegated to section 3 and
the appendix.

After a decade of rapidly expanding FDI, foreign employment of German
MNEs in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) is now head-to-head with to-
tal employment in all remaining non-industrialized countries (labelled DEV ).
Figure 2 depicts this evolution of total ownership-share-weighted employment
for the period 1991 through 2001 twice. The left graph of figure 2 breaks the
regional totals down further by affiliate sector, whereas the right graph goes by
parent sector. The four depicted regions are Central and Eastern Europe CEE,
developing countries DEV, overseas industrialized countries OIN, and Western
Europe WEU (for details on their composition, see table 6 in appendix D).
Tables 8 and 9 in the appendix underpin the affiliate-sector and parent-sector
graphs of figure 2 and show detailed employment numbers for the year 2000.

The manufacturing sector receives most public attention and is the focus of
many empirical studies. However, only 19.6 percent of foreign employment is
managed by German MNEs that strictly belong to the German manufacturing
sector in 2000, while 45.2 of foreign employment is managed by enterprises
in the German financial and business service sector. When classified by the
foreign affiliate’s sector, slightly more than half of the employment still falls
into the manufacturing sector while commerce and service sectors account for
40 percent in total. In the presence of holding companies, the parent-sector
classification may overstate the importance of the financial and service sector
for German FDI. A large portion of the financial sector invests in foreign man-
ufacturing activities. However, the large and fast expanding role of commerce
and services in the host should not be overlooked. Cross tabulations in table 1
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Table 1: Foreign Employment by Parent and Affiliate Sector
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Figure 3: Capital-labor ratios by host region

show that the financial parents and, to some degree, German manufacturers
invest in commerce abroad.

Commerce and services were the fastest expanding sectors in employment
terms over the past decade, increasing by factors of 4 to 5, while machinery
and equipment manufacturing only expanded by a factor of about 3 and other
manufacturing sectors much more slowly (table 1). Even in low-cost regions
such as CEE, affiliate employment in commerce is large (table 8 in the ap-
pendix). Commerce is the main sector of affiliates located in Western Europe,
while manufacturing activities still dominate among affiliates located in other
regions. There has been divestment in the primary sector (agriculture, forestry
and mining) over the past decade.

Figure 3 contrasts capital-labor ratios in various foreign regions with those
at German firms in general and at the German MNEs of our sample.4 We
measure capital-labor ratios as the value of fixed assets in thousand EUR
divided by total employment. Fixed assets (including real estate, machinery,
and equipment; excluding immaterial and financial assets) are deflated in their
local currency and converted to EUR at the December 1998 exchange rate to
remove value fluctuations from exchange rate moves.

4Information on German firms in general and the domestic operations of German MNEs
are extracted from the ustan data base (see section 3).
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Domestic operations of German MNEs are significantly more capital-inten-
sive than German operations in general. This is consistent with the hypoth-
esis that German firms tend to keep their more capital-intensive activities in
Germany as well as with the hypothesis that MNEs tend to be more capital-
intensive firms than non-MNEs.

Expectedly, capital-labor ratios in high-income regions—such as Germany,
other Western European countries and overseas industrialized countries—ex-
ceed those in low-income destinations such as Central and Eastern Europe and
developing countries. The differences are surprisingly large. Fixed assets per
employee in low-income regions are about one quarter to a third of fixed assets
per employee in Germany and overseas industrialized countries. In Western
Europe, however, capital-labor ratios vary between about one half (in 1997)
and about two thirds (in 2001) of the ratios at German enterprises. Operations
at foreign affiliates in Western Europe are relatively little capital-intensive.

Affiliates in overseas industrialized countries constitute the main exception
to the assertion that foreign operations tend to be less capital-intensive than
operations in Germany. By 2001, fixed assets per employee in overseas in-
dustrialized countries are almost as high as those at German parents. This
indicates that German FDI into this region is very different from German FDI
into other regions.

Affiliates in Central and Eastern Europe exhibit the lowest capital-labor
ratio in the regional comparison. This may but need not be consistent with
Marin’s (2004) finding that affiliate activities in CEE are relatively skill-
intensive. Studies analyzing the determinants of the relative demand for skilled
versus unskilled workers tend to find that physical capital is a complement
to high-skilled labor and a substitute to low-skilled labor (see e.g. Berman,
Bound and Griliches 1994). Capital-labor ratios in low-income countries also
seem to depend on the stage of the foreign investment process and, while they
may start more capital-intensive at early stages, tend to become less capital-
intensive (more labor-intensive) compared to the German parent soon. Our
fixed asset data span the period 1996 through 2001, during which Russia and
the Central Asian economies (RCA) received strong German FDI for the first
time. Among German affiliates in RCA, capital intensity declined from 115,200
EUR per employee in 1996 to only 23,200 in 2001 (see table 7).

While time patterns of investment are beyond the scope of this paper,
estimates of employment responses across locations in section 7 will show that
demand for labor in Germany is highly sensitive to wages in CEE. We tend
to take the evidence on capital intensities across regions, together with our
preliminary results on location choice and employment responses in sections 6
and 7, as indicative of potentially stronger low-cost outsourcing motives in
CEE rather than predominant high-skill tracing.
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5 Econometric Framework

We view an MNE’s location choice and its subsequent employment decision as
a two-stage process. The MNE first chooses the location of its fixed assets—
taking into account expected wage levels across regions and expected labor de-
mand for different skill groups in the future, given the location decision. Then,
the MNE employs local labor to operate the fixed assets across locations given
prevailing wages in those locations. We leave the derivation of an integrated
theoretical framework for future drafts of this paper.

5.1 Location choice

In modelling location choice, we take a micro perspective and look at single
FDI decisions of MNEs who can locate in up to J countries. An MNE that
wants to expand its foreign activities can, in principle, increase ownership
shares in existing affiliates or invest in a new affiliate (either as a green-field
investment or by carrying out a cross border merger or acquisition).

In either of these cases, the firm carries out a foreign direct investment.
In our current analysis, we treat the location of every such investment as an
independent location choice. In this respect, we follow the prior literature and
accept the implicit assumption that a management board of J members del-
egates the location choice to these J members who each decide individually
whether or not to conduct FDI in a given region. A multinomial choice model
captures this setup most closely.5 An advantage of the multinomial (logit) for-
mulation of the decision problem is that characteristics of the chosen location
can enter the regression.

Alternatively, we model an MNE’s multivariate (world-wide) location choice
as taken by one single headquarter board within the MNE. This circumvents
the unattractive constraint that J country-level decision makers individually
choose whether or not to conduct FDI in a given region. However, an accord-
ing multivariate (probit) estimation model does not allow for the estimation
of host-country specific effects.6

5A single observation of an MNE that invests in three of three countries, for instance, is
split into nine observations with three indicators of choice equal to unity for the respective
chosen country and two indicators of zero for the remaining two countries that this respective
country manager did not choose. An MNE that invests in one of three countries is split into
three observations only with an indicator of unity for the single chosen country and two
indicators of zero for the other two countries.

6A single observation of an MNE that invests in three of three countries, for instance, is
no longer split into further observations but remains one observation with foreign operations
in three countries.
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Multinomial choice models. The benefit to an MNE’s division u (u =
1, . . . , I) of investing in region j (j = 1, . . . , J) can be described with the
latent variable

U∗
uj = xujβ + zjγ + εuj (1)

where xuj denotes a vector of firm characteristics, interacted with country
(country group) indicators, that may influence the relative attractiveness of
the alternatives, and zij denotes a vector location-specific variables (which
may, in principle, vary both over individual firms and alternative locations but
do not vary by firm in our case).

In multinomial choice models the decision maker selects one out of J mutu-
ally exclusive alternatives, picking the option that provides the highest benefit.
The econometrician only observes firm u’s ultimate choice. The probability to
observe MNE unit i’s choosing alternative j is

Puj = Pr(yu = j) = Pr(Uuj > Uuk ∀m = 1, . . . , J : m 6= j)

= Pr(εuk − εuj ≤ Vuj − Vuk ∀m = 1, . . . , J : m 6= j), (2)

where Vuj is the deterministic part in (1). Given the deterministic parts of
the utility (benefit) functions Vu1, . . . , VuJ , the probability Puj to observe out-
come j for unit u depends on the distribution of the stochastic error term
εu1, . . . , εuJ . For some distributions, closed-form solutions to this expression
exist. Prominent examples include the conditional and nested logit models.

The case where only parent-specific variables enter the model is typically
referred to as the multinomial logit (MNL) model. The more general model
including also location-specific variables is called the conditional logit (CL)
model. Both models assume independence of the error terms εuj across alter-
native locations j. Nested multinomial logit (NMNL) models extend the CL
approach to allow for groups of alternatives to be similar to each other in an
unobserved way.

In our case of a nested logit model, the unconditional probability Puj =
Pj|ur ·Pur in equation (2) is split first into the conditional probability Pj|ur that
MNE unit u chooses country j from country group (region) r, given its prior
choice to invest in region r, and the probability Pur that MNE unit u becomes
active in region r in the first place:

Pj|ur =
exp (zjrβ)

exp (
∑

m zmrβ)

Pur =
exp (xurγ + δrMr)

exp
(∑

q xiqγ + δqMq

) , (3)

where Mr ≡
∑

m xmrβ is the so-called inclusive value, zjr is the vector of
location-specific variables, and xur a vector of MNE u characteristics interacted
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with regional indicator variables r. We estimate the coefficient vectors β, γ
and δr for three regions r.

A key difference of the NMNL model to the conditional model is that δr 6= 1,
whereas the CL model restricts δr = 1∀r. As a consequence, the NMNL model
allows for dependence of country choices within regions. NMNL models are
appealing for our purposes since investment decisions need not be independent
across similar countries. However, FDI decisions may be independent across
nests of countries, such as groups industrialized and developing economies.
We estimate the CL model and the NMNL model using a Newton-Raphson
maximum likelihood estimator.

All multinomial models mentioned so far require mutually exclusive choices.
Thus, these models assume that the location decision is taken by individual
and separate units within the MNE, and that the location choices of affiliates
within the same corporation are independent of one another. For instance, if a
German parent decides to invest in two foreign locations, multinomial models
treat this choice as two separate and independent location decisions. To our
knowledge, the existing empirical literature on location choice of MNEs fre-
quently tolerates this independence assumption, the standard estimation mod-
els being conditional logit and nested logit. Location choices of affiliates within
the same MNE may, however, be interdependent because they ultimately de-
pend on the expansion strategies of the MNE group’s central management. In
econometric terms, there may be a parent-specific effect εi where i denotes the
ultimate parent of affiliate u. So, the true model may be

U∗
i,uj = xi,ujβ + zi,uγ + εi + εuj. (4)

If those (unobserved) parent-specific effects εi are correlated with any of the
explanatory variables, the estimates of the coefficients are biased and incon-
sistent.

Multivariate choice models. Multivariate choice models remove the re-
striction that J independent units within the MNE choose whether or not to
invest in any single country j. Instead, we can specify the decisions to in-
vest in one, many or all regions j = 1, . . . , J as non-exclusive (and potentially
correlated) location choices and set up an according J-equation model. Con-
ceptually, one and only one MNE parent headquarter i decides in how many
foreign countries to locate. Allowing for a possible correlation between the
location decisions, also improves on the efficiency of our estimates.

In a J-equation multivariate probit, the latent variables are again given by
equation (1). Now, however,

yij = 1ifU∗
ij = xijβ + ziγ + εij > 0 and 0 otherwise, (j = 1, . . . , J) (5)
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where the εij, . . . , εiJ are multivariate normally distributed error terms with
zero mean. The variance-covariance matrix V takes values of unity on the
leading diagonal and correlation coefficients ρjm = ρmj off the diagonal. The
model has a structure similar to that of a seemingly unrelated regression (SUR)
model, except that the dependent variables are binary indicators and the prob-
ability outcome is a non-linear function of U∗

ij. As with SUR, equations need
not but do in our case include the same set of explanatory variables. The
familiar univariate and bivariate probit models correspond to the cases when
J = 1 and J = 2. The yij alternatives might represent outcomes for J different
choices at the same point in time. In our case, the outcome is whether or not
a firm invests in region j during a particular year. We estimate the model in
a simulated maximum likelihood approach (Lesaffre and Kaufmann 1992).

5.2 Employment regressions

Given their long-term location choice across countries, we consider MNEs to
be price takers in the labor markets of their domestic and foreign affiliates.
An MNE i, i = 1, ...I produces R region-specific outputs r = 1, ...R. Allowing
for heterogeneity across labor skills in a particular region, the parent i uses
s different factors s = 1, ...S in each location r so that an MNE active in R
regions takes S · R labor demand decisions. Under a common translog cost
function, enterprise i’s cost share of a particular factor k in location r is then
given by

θirs = αrs +
R∑

m=1

S∑
t=1

Ars,mt ln wmt (r = 1, ...R, s = 1, ...S) (6)

+
R∑

m=1

Γrs,m ln Qi,m +
R∑

m=1

Λrs,m ln Ki,m + εirs,

where θi,rs ≡ wrsLi,rs/(
∑R

m=1

∑S
t=1 wmtLi,mt) and εirs is a normally distributed

error term with zero mean.
Variables w and L denote factor input price and quantity, respectively,

Q denotes output, and K fixed assets. Lacking information on other factor
inputs such as energy and intermediate goods, we only consider labor demand.
For the time being, we consider capital K as quasi-fixed along with an MNE’s
location choice and therefore include it in the short-run cost function along
with output Q. Data limitations force us to disregard skill groups s for the
most part, and we omit them from the discussion in this section but return to
them in section 7 below.

By themselves, the signs of the Arm coefficient estimates do not immedi-
ately indicate whether labor employed in one location is a substitute for or
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a complement to labor employed at another location. However, we can infer
Hicksian factor price elasticities ηrm of labor demand responses at location r
to wages at location m from coefficient estimates in (6) and mean cost shares.
Following Anderson and Thursby (1986), we infer the wage elasticities of labor
demand as

η̂rm =
Ârm + θ̄rθ̄m

θ̄r

, m 6= r, and ηrr =
Ârr + θ̄2

r

θ̄r

− 1, (7)

where θ̄r are the regional sample means of the MNEs cost shares. If labor in r
is a substitute (complement) to labor in m, the wage elasticity ηrm is positive
(negative).

As Anderson and Thursby (1986) find in a number of Monte Carlo simu-
lations, the null hypothesis that the wage elasticity estimator (7) is normally
distributed cannot be rejected. So, in our tests whether labor at location r
is a substitute (ηrm > 0) or complement (ηrm < 0) to labor at location m,
we use the symmetric confidence interval around the estimate η̂rm: η̂rm±Z(·)
as proposed by Anderson and Thursby. We report the formula for Z(·) in
appendix C.

6 Location Choice

We estimate multinomial choice models, as discussed in section 5.1, but have to
leave estimation of the multivariate choice model for future drafts of this paper.
We treat (units within) individual German parent firms as the decision-making
entities, thus making these individual German parents the only domestic firms
that can affect foreign location choice (and foreign employment) of the MNEs.
To check the robustness of our results to this simplification, we also use a
sub-sample of German parent firms for which consolidated corporate-group
information is available.

Outcome variables. In modelling location choice, we define the outcome
variable in two ways: (i) We capture the flow of investments by measuring
whether or not a German MNE i raises its ownership share in any foreign
affiliate u in country j, and (ii) assess the longer-term decision on FDI stocks
with an indicator of at least one employee at an affiliate u of the German MNE
i in a given country j. The former approach reflects the MNE’s decision to
expand affiliate activities in a particular country, while the latter predicts a
firm’s presence in a particular country.

Multinomial and multivariate choice models require two distinct definitions
of the outcome variable. They are as follows:
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• In the conditional and nested logit models, yu(j)j = 1 and yu(k)k = 0,
∀k = 1, ..., J , k 6= j, if we observe a rise of the ownership share in any
affiliate u(j) in country j or presence of at least one employee at an
affiliate u(j) in country j.

• In the multivariate probit model, yij = 1 if the German MNE i increases
its ownership share in any affiliate in country j or employs at least one
worker at an affiliate in country j, and 0 otherwise. Note that some firms
may not invest in any region, in which case yij = 0 for all j = 1, ..., J (by
definition of an MNE, however, all parent firms in our sample operate in
at least one foreign location).

We measure the buildup of foreign investments (flows) as an increase in
ownership shares. Concretely, we define a foreign investment flow from parent
firm i to country j whenever firm i increases its ownership share in an exist-
ing or newly created affiliate located in country j. We consider this a closer
measure of a parent’s real stakes in an affiliate than financial FDI.

Explanatory variables. We use parent-specific variables xij, interacted
with location characteristics, and location-specific variables, zj as regressors.
Parent-specific variables include the parent’s profits over equity, its (non-fin-
ancial) fixed assets, its number of employees, its turnover, and its exports. We
calculate German wage costs of different skill categories for the sector in which
the parent operates. Like Buch et al. (2004), we also include a count of the
number of countries in which a German MNE holds FDI to partly control for
potential unobserved parent-level effects.

To include parent characteristics in the logit models, we interact these
variables with three broad country group indicators (CEE, DEV, and IND ; see
table 6), where the Western European countries and the overseas industrialized
countries together form the group of industrialized countries (IND). We choose
the industrialized countries as our reference group. Financial firm figures are
expressed in millions of EUR (December 1998 equivalents). We assume that
a German parent decides on its foreign locations one year in advance and use
one-year lags of parent-specific variables.

Our location-specific variables are intended to approximate four aspects
of the host country: Its market size, the relative supply of skilled labor, the
relative factor cost level, and the costs associated with shipping goods to and
from Germany. Market size is an important determinant for the market access
motive behind horizontal FDI, while relative factor costs, in particular labor
costs, are important in attracting vertical FDI. Theoretically, the effects of
relative skill supplies and the effect of trade costs are ambiguous (see e.g.
Carr, Markusen and Maskus 2001). Theory predicts that a large difference
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in relative skill endowments between the home and host country promotes
vertical FDI, while a small difference in skill endowments favors horizontal FDI.
Moreover, the effects of skill endowments depend on the size of the market in
the host country since vertical FDI is most attractive when the host country
is relatively abundant in unskilled labor and large in market size vis-à-vis the
home country, while horizontal FDI is most attractive when the (German)
home and (foreign) host countries are similar both in terms of relative skill
endowments and market size. These insights call for the inclusion of interaction
terms between skill endowments and market size in a regression. According to
theory, high trade costs promote horizontal FDI since they make exports from
the home country costly, while low trade costs promote vertical FDI since they
make exports from the host country back to the home country cheap.

We approximate market size with a country’s GDP, and trade costs with
geographical distance between the host country’s and Germany’s capitals. We
use a country’s share of population with completed higher education to mea-
sure relative skill endowments. We approximate relative labor costs with the
country’s median wage across (up to 160) occupation groups. We include
GDP per capita as an additional location-specific variable in some regressions.
Per-capita GDP may partly capture the host country’s relative abundance of
physical and human capital, partly its level of technology and infrastructure,
and partly income effects in commodity demand.

6.1 Conditional and Nested Logit Estimates

We run similar specifications for (i) the analysis of the destination of in-
vestments (flows) and for (ii) the analysis of the location of affiliate activity
(stocks). In the former analysis, however, we have much fewer observations
than in the latter, since only a subset of the MNEs in our sample increases
the stakes in foreign affiliates in 2000. Therefore, we also choose more parsi-
monious specifications to increase the degrees of freedom.

We run regressions for two samples: The full sample with all FDI-conduc-
ting German parents and a subsample containing those FDI-conducting par-
ents for which we have not found any domestic German affiliates in an accord-
ing string matching procedure for complete corporate trees (see appendix B).
We refer to this sub-sample as the sample of ‘stand-alone’ parents and use it
to check whether our results for the full sample are robust.

Conditional logit estimates of ownership changes. Table 2 presents
conditional logit estimates for explanatory variables in our investment regres-
sions. Several host-country specific regressors are highly significant across all
specifications and samples. In particular, GDP levels and geographical dis-
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tance (trade costs) serve as strong predictors of FDI (at the one-percent confi-
dence level), reflecting the importance of standard gravity variables for explain-
ing the pattern of FDI (Brainard 1997, Ekholm 1998, Shatz 2000, Shatz and
Venables 2000). Larger GDP (market size) attracts FDI, while geographical
distance (trade cost) deters FDI.7

To assess the effect of relative skill endowments, we interact host-country
endowments with an indicator of whether the host location is skill abundant
or skill scarce compared to Germany. We opt for this definition because theory
predicts that differences in relative skill endowments between the home and
host country promote vertical FDI. Horizontal FDI, on the other hand, is
to be expected when these variables are similar (see Carr, Markusen and
Maskus (2001)). The estimated coefficient on relative skill endowments for
countries that are skill scarce compared to Germany is positive, while it is
insignificant for countries that are skill abundant compared to Germany.8 We
interpret this as evidence that German MNEs are skill-seeking in their selection
of destinations among low-income countries, while skill endowments play no
detectable role for FDI in high-income countries. Put differently, while German
vertical FDI tends to be attracted to countries with low labor costs, it still
tends to trace those locations with more human capital.

In columns 2 through 4 in table 2, we augment the specification with the
interaction between relative skill endowments and GDP for the two groups
of countries with higher and lower relative skill endowments than Germany.
Both estimates are negative, but only the one for the skill scarce countries is
significant at the 10 percent level in the regression for the full sample. This
may be evidence that higher GDP levels are associated with a smaller impact of
relative skill endowments for skill-scarce countries. This could imply that large
low-wage countries with low relative skill endowments might be as attractive as
small low-wage countries with high relative skill endowments; an implication
that fits nicely with theoretical predictions based on the knowledge capital
model (see Markusen (2002)).9

Parent specific variables need to be interpreted relative to the reference
country group of industrialized countries. According to the estimated coeffi-

7Using the coefficient estimate βk on the log of a regressor, the marginal effect on location
choice j can be calculated as βkPj(1−Pj)/xjk and the corresponding elasticity of the choice
probability Pj with respect to xjk as βkPj(1− Pj).

8We define skill-scarce (skill-abundant) countries compared to Germany as countries with
lower (higher) levels of average years of schooling than Germany.

9In the analysis of the location of investment, we have also tried to include GDP per
capita. Since this variable is correlated with relative skill endowments, however, we are not
able to distinguish the effects of the two variables. According to a Hausman test, we are
not able to reject the hypothesis that there are no systematic differences in the estimated
coefficients between a specification including and a specification excluding GDP per capita.
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Table 2: Conditional Logit Estimates of Ownership Changes, 2000

Sample Full Stand-alone
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln gdp .673 .78 .619 1.024
(.04)∗∗∗ (.091)∗∗∗ (.108)∗∗∗ (.303)∗∗∗

ln Distance -.427 -.445 -.161 -.015
(.061)∗∗∗ (.063)∗∗∗ (.082)∗∗ (.177)

ln Skills, scarce loc. .026 .376 .133 .619
(.011)∗∗ (.218)∗ (.254) (.642)

ln Skills, abund. loc. .0007 .068 -.057 .032
(.005) (.079) (.096) (.268)

ln Skills, scarce loc. × ln gdp -.013 -.005 -.021
(.008) (.009) (.023)

ln Skills, abund. loc. × ln gdp -.002 .001 -.002
(.003) (.003) (.009)

Parent interactions with Central and Eastern European countries
ln Location count (t− 1) -.32 -.318 -.288 -.408

(.155)∗∗ (.155)∗∗ (.194) (.373)

ln Employment (t− 1) .081 .081 .027 -.3
(.067) (.067) (.131) (.253)

Profits/Equity (t− 1) -1.137 -1.113 -.756 -.699
(.473)∗∗ (.473)∗∗ (.582) (.856)

ln Sector wage (t− 1) .077 .441
(.107) (.191)∗∗

Parent interactions with developing countries
ln Location count (t− 1) .517 .525 .669 .873

(.106)∗∗∗ (.107)∗∗∗ (.171)∗∗∗ (.405)∗∗

ln Employment (t− 1) -.152 -.147 -.006 -.173
(.044)∗∗∗ (.044)∗∗∗ (.097) (.201)

Profits/Equity (t− 1) .015 .016 .023 -.254
(.013) (.013) (.117) (.934)

ln Sector wage (t− 1) -.272 -.215
(.081)∗∗∗ (.175)

Observations 32,040 32,040 20,280 4,860
Parents 275 275 168 53
Countries 60 60 60 60

Three stars indicate a significance level of one, two stars five and one star ten percent.
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cients of the variable capturing the number of countries in which a parent holds
FDI, a parent active in many locations is more likely to invest in developing
countries and less likely to invest in CEE compared to the reference group.
Since this variable’s correlation with location choice depends on the number of
countries within a country group, we mainly view it as a control. The positive
estimate for developing countries may simply reflect the fact that this is the
country group with the largest number of countries.

Both parent employment and profits per equity coefficients only bear sig-
nificance when sector wages are excluded. Note that, at present, we can only
measure employment at the FDI-conducting firm, but not employment of the
corporate group to which the FDI-conducting firm belongs. However, results
on lagged profits over equity are quite consistent across specifications. Low
profitability seems to increase the probability of investing in CEE compared
to the other country groups.

In the latter two specifications (columns 3 and 4), we include the German
wage rate in the sector of the parent interacted with country group. This wage
rate could also be viewed as a proxy for the skill-intensity of the industry in
which the German parent operates. There are more missing observations for
this variable than for the other parent-specific variables, implying that we lose
several degrees of freedom when including this variable. Still, the estimated
coefficient for this variable interacted with the developing country group is
negative and significant in most specifications, suggesting that operating in a
high-wage sector decreases the probability of investing in developing countries
relative to the other country group. A natural interpretation of this result is
that firms in skill-intensive industries are more dependent on inputs of skilled
labor in their foreign operations than firms in other industries and that they
therefore are less likely to carry out investment in relatively skill-scarce coun-
tries.

Conditional logit estimates of FDI presence. Table 3 presents predic-
tors of FDI presence (affiliate activity). We now include GDP per capita in all
specifications. We also substitute capital intensities for employment in some
specifications. With many more observations at hand, we are able to estimate
the model for the small sub-sample of firms for which we have information
on the complete corporate group. When significant, coefficient signs for this
subsample most corroborate those in the larger samples.

As in the analysis of of ownership changes, the coefficient estimates for
GDP and distance are highly significant in all specifications. Coefficients es-
timates for GDP per capita are positive and significant too. We take this
as evidence that, all else and skill endowments in particular equal, German
MNEs are more attracted to high-income countries. Since we here control for
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Table 3: Conditional Logit Estimates of FDI Presence in 2000

Sample Full Stand-alone Consol.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln gdp .734 .734 .795 .756
(.039)∗∗∗ (.039)∗∗∗ (.073)∗∗∗ (.414)∗

ln Distance -.42 -.42 -.401 -2.129
(.031)∗∗∗ (.031)∗∗∗ (.054)∗∗∗ (1.02)∗∗

ln Skills, scarce loc. .238 .238 .21 .144
(.094)∗∗ (.094)∗∗ (.178) (1.53)

ln Skills, abund. loc. .117 .117 .063 -.858
(.035)∗∗∗ (.035)∗∗∗ (.067) (.666)

ln Skills, scarce loc. × ln gdp -.008 -.008 -.007 -.007
(.003)∗∗ (.003)∗∗ (.006) (.057)

ln Skills, abund. loc. × ln gdp -.004 -.004 -.002 .031
(.001)∗∗∗ (.001)∗∗∗ (.002) (.023)

ln gdp per capita .069 .069 .155 -1.796
(.039)∗ (.039)∗ (.07)∗∗ (.931)∗

Parent interactions with Central and Eastern European countriesa

ln Employment (t− 1) .08
(.056)

ln Fixed assets/empl. (t− 1) .19 .242
(.054)∗∗∗ (.098)∗∗

Profits/Equity (t− 1) .048 .052 .051
(.02)∗∗ (.021)∗∗ (.024)∗∗

ln Sector wage (t− 1) .019 -.016 .019 8.125
(.042) (.032) (.053) (3108.633)

Parent interactions with developing countriesa

ln Employment (t− 1) -.116
(.038)∗∗∗

ln Fixed assets/empl. (t− 1) .055 .105
(.044) (.081)

Profits/Equity (t− 1) .033 .032 -.009
(.025) (.026) (.053)

ln Sector wage (t− 1) -.257 -.209 -.16 -13.77
(.031)∗∗∗ (.027)∗∗∗ (.046)∗∗∗ (1452.767)

Observations 212,344 212,344 68,856 912
Parents 714 714 283 3
Countries 76 76 76 76

Three stars indicate a significance level of one, two stars five and one star ten percent.
aFurther regressor: ln Location count (not reported).
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the relative skill endowment of the country, this result should not primarily be
interpreted as evidence of firms being skill-seeking in their location decisions.
It could be evidence of firms being a attracted to countries that provide good
infrastructure and good institutions, such as reliable legal systems. It might
also be evidence that German MNEs are attracted to countries with a large
demand for their output, since MNEs are likely over-represented in industries
that produce goods with relatively high income elasticities of demand. This
finding contrasts results in Disdier and Mayer (2003) on French FDI. Disdier
and Mayer 2003 find a negative coefficient estimate on per-capita income for
FDI in the EU and CEE.

When including skill-GDP interactions in the regressions, coefficients es-
timates on the uninteracted skill variables turn positive and significant—in-
dicating that skill abundance is an attracting factor even among high-wage
countries. The estimated coefficients of the interaction variables are negative
and significant in most of the specifications, suggesting that the positive effect
of being well endowed with skilled labor is weaker for large countries than for
small countries.

Coefficient estimates on parent-specific variables closely resemble those in
the regressions for ownership changes. When significant, lagged profits over
equity are higher among firms that hold investments in CEE. When including
sectoral wages for Germany, there is a positive and significant coefficient of this
variable when interacted with CEE, suggesting that it is here high profitability
that increases the probability of having affiliate activities in CEE relative to
the other regions. Taken together with the results from the previous analy-
sis, this would then suggest that high profitability increases the probability
of having operations in CEE relative to the probability of having operations
elsewhere, while low profitability increases the probability of starting up oper-
ations in CEE relative to the probability of starting up operations elsewhere.
One possible interpretation is that firms that in the past have expanded in
CEE rather than in other regions have performed better than other firms, and
that firms that perform poorly try to improve their performance by shifting
operations to CEE.

The results on German wages in the sector of the parent are similar as
in the analysis of the location of investment; operating in an industry with
relatively high wages decreases the probability of having affiliate activities in
developing countries relative to the other regions. Again, we interpret this is
evidence of firms in skill-intensive industry to shy skill-scarce countries.

Nested logit estimates of FDI presence. To check for the robustness of
results, we test whether independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA), a key
assumption behind conditional logit estimation, is satisfied. The nested logit
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model removes a potential interdependence across alternative choices.
We conduct a Hausman and McFadden (1984) test to evaluate the null hy-

pothesis that the omission of a choice from the model has no impact on decision
prediction for the remaining choices. We test whether a model where transi-
tion economies and developing economies are the only alternatives differs from
an all-region model. We reject equivalence overwhelmingly. This is evidence of
interdependence across location choices. We subsequently nest the choice be-
tween different countries into three three groups at a higher level. These three
groups are industrialized countries, which include the Western European and
overseas industrialized countries, the Central and Eastern European countries
and the developing countries. Now, a likelihood ratio test rejects the equiv-
alence between the all-country conditional logit and the nested logit model
overwhelmingly.

Despite the rejection of equivalence between the conditional (CL) and
nested (NMNL) models, individual coefficient estimates differ strikingly lit-
tle between the CL and NMNL models. We report estimates in table 10 in the
appendix. The econometrically more appropriate nested logit specifications
corroborate our findings from the conditional logit model.

6.2 Multivariate Probit Estimates

In a future version of this subsection, we will present results of multivari-
ate probit models. These allow a set-up where conceptually it is the parent
that decides where to locate the foreign affiliates and where the parent may
decide to locate foreign affiliates in more than one region at the same time.
Computationally, multivariate probit models rely on simulated maximum like-
lihood estimation. This procedure involves numerical integration over higher-
dimensional normal distributions and suffers from long run-times on larger
data sets and due to time limits for our stays at the Deutsche Bundesbank we
were not yet able to run these models. For this reason, we will only be able to
present results on multivariate probit models in the next version of this paper.

7 Employment Responses

If the wage elasticity ηGm of German labor demand in response to wages at
location m is positive (negative), German parent employment is a substitute
(complement) to affiliate employment in location m. A drop in wages at lo-
cation m abroad leads to lower (higher) home employment. Conversely, if
the wage elasticity ηmG of labor demand at location m in response to Ger-
man wages is positive (negative), foreign affiliate employment is a substitute
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(complement) to German labor. In a translog framework of production, the
wage elasticities ηGm and ηmG are not restricted to be equal (whereas the cost
function coefficients have to be, AGm = AmG).

Since we have no information on firm-level employment by skill groups or
occupations, we consider total employment at location r and calculate the
factor share in the total wage bill of the MNE as θi,r· = wr·Li,r·, where wr· is
the employment-weighted regional average of the country-level median wages
and Li,r· is the parent’s employment sum by region. We use the median across
occupations to calculate the country-level wage since we consider this statistic
less prone to outlier wages and more representative for the country than a
mean.10

We simplify equations (6) in our present regressions and reduce the wage
coefficient estimators

∑S
t=1 Ars,mt ln wmt for the region pair (r,m) in equation

(6) to Ar·,m· ln wm·. In future drafts of this paper, we intend to let the esti-
mator pin down the weights for geometric means of occupation wages and will
estimate

∑S
t=1 Br·,mt ln wmt for a robustness check. Expressing the coefficient

on wage costs for occupational group s in region m as Br·,ms = Ar·,m·λs, we can
interpret λt as the constant weight of skill group s in the geometric wage aver-
ages and recover Âr·,m· from

∑S
t B̂r·,mt under the restriction that

∑S
t=1 λt = 1.

(We will use the five occupational categories O1 engineers, professionals, and
managers; O2 technicians and technical white-collar workers; O3 other white-
collar workers; O4 skilled blue-collar workers; and O5 unskilled blue collar
workers as defined in section 3.)

To obtain an interpretable number of cross-location wage elasticities, we
consider just four country groups in addition to Germany: Central and Eastern
Europe CEE, Developing countries DEV, Overseas Industrialized countries
OIN, and Western Europe WEU (see table 6 in appendix D for definitions).
We estimate the system of R − 1 = 4 independent labor share equations for
these four regions:

θi,r· = αr +
R∑

m=1

Ar,m ln wm· +
R∑

m=1

Γr,m ln Qi,m +
R∑

m=1

Λr,m ln Ki,m, (8)

r = 1, ...R− 1,

omitting Germany from the estimations on account of linear dependence. The
definition of cost shares implies that

∑R
r=1 θi,r· = 1. So, the system is only

identified for R− 1 independent equations.

10We do not use GDP-weighted wage in order to reflect the allocation of German FDI
across regions more closely. Since individual firms in our sample of 1,460 MNEs contribute
little to overall affiliate employment in a region, we consider the potential endogeneity prob-
lem of this weighting procedure as negligible.
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We approximate an MNE’s total output by the sum of turnover at its five
locations (four foreign regions and Germany). For future drafts of this paper,
we will also estimate the labor-share equation system for the sub-sample of
German parents who submit consolidated balance sheets. These consolidated
figures exclude intra-group sales at least for the German parent’s turnover and
estimates may serve as a robustness check.

In principle, considering prices of factors other than labor could improve
the estimation. However, since we treat the location decision as given once
labor demand is chosen, it appears justified to treat capital as a fixed factor
in the analysis and enter measures of the region-specific capital stock in the
regression.

German MNEs are not omnipresent in all four regions outside Germany. In
principle, we could estimate ten independent equation systems (8) for the ten
permutation groups of MNE’s location pattern (4+3+2+1 = 10). Instead, we
choose to restrict the coefficients to be equal across all ten permutation groups
and stack the system of observations with according region indicators (taking
a value of zero for all regions in which an MNE is not present). This procedure
improves efficiency and provides us with an interpretable number of elasticity
estimates (table 4; underlying labor share estimates can be found in table 11
in the appendix). As a robustness check, we also report coefficient estimates
for omnipresent MNEs in all four regions outside Germany (table 5).

Clearly, an MNE’s choice of presence in certain regions but not in others
introduces a selection problem for our estimator. We are currently deriving a
joint estimation framework, in which we exploit probability estimates for loca-
tion choice from section 6, to correct coefficient estimates in the employment
regressions.

Our estimates of German MNE’s location choice in section 6 support the
idea that FDI to low-wage countries such as CEE and DEV is at least partly
driven by a vertical specialization, labor-cost saving motive. Whether a ten-
dency for German MNEs to slice up the value chain across countries with
different relative labor supplies has an adverse impact on the home labor mar-
ket, however, is theoretically ambiguous and remains indeterminate in previous
studies in this area. It depends on whether the cost reduction associated with
such a strategy allows for an overall expansion of the firm and whether the par-
ent retains activities at home that are complements to operations abroad (for
instance, downstream activities that rely on intermediate inputs from foreign
affiliates).

Estimates of translog cost functions in this section allow us to assess more
closely how German outward FDI affects home employment in Germany. We
treat labor employed in different locations as distinct factors and output pro-
duced at different locations as non-homogeneous. Table 11 in the appendix
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Table 4: Estimates of Factor Elasticities, Stacked Observations

Wages in
MNE labor GER WEU OIN CEE DEV
demand in (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
GER .098 .047 .023 .008

(.078) (.074) (.068) (.059)

WEU .738 -1.189 .085 .004 .026
(.611) (.708)∗ (.518) (.479) (.416)

OIN .661 .160 -1.373 -.015 .066
(1.082) (.978) (1.366) (.931) (.841)

CEE .981 .022 -.045 -.904 .036
(3.166) (2.681) (2.767) (3.637) (2.495)

DEV .645 .281 .377 .070 -1.453
(5.075) (4.55) (4.909) (4.806) (7.086)

Observations 1,460

Three stars indicate a significance level of one, two stars five and one star ten percent.
Standard errors are upper bounds on Anderson and Thursby’s (1986) confidence interval
estimators (see appendix C), under the assumption of zero correlation between Allen elas-
ticities and labor shares. Relaxing this assumption might reduce standard errors.

shows estimates for the equation system (8) with the full (and stacked) sample
of MNEs that are present in some foreign locations but not necessarily in all
of them.

Table 4 exhibits the required negative elasticities on the diagonal and
mostly positive signs off the diagonal. Coefficient estimates both in row 1
and column 1 of table 4, indicating a general tendency that German labor and
foreign labor are substitutes. Focusing on CEE, German MNEs that face a one
percent higher wage in their home sector increase their employment in CEE by
one percent. So, low-cost motives for outsourcing do seem to be present. On
the other hand, a one percent wage reduction at existing affiliates in CEE only
reduces German employment by about .02 percent. We take this as a further
piece evidence that German MNEs might trace high-wage employees abroad
and be insensitive to slight wage changes, given the generally lower wage level
in low-income locations.

To rigorously test for substitutability between domestic and foreign employ-
ment within MNEs, estimates of factor elasticities need to fall into confidence
intervals that do not include a positive range. Unfortunately, no off-diagonal
estimate satisfies this requirement (and only one diagonal entry is significant
at 10 percent). However, table 4 currently presents standard errors under a
zero-correlation restriction between (Allen) partial factor elasticities and factor
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Table 5: Estimates of Factor Elasticities, Omnipresent MNEs

Wages in
MNE labor GER WEU OIN CEE DEV
demand in (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
GER .056 .587 -.005 .016

(.503) (.564) (.323) (.275)

WEU .219 .294 -.558 .215 .121
(1.986) (1.991) (1.679) (1.145) (.999)

OIN 2.592 -.626 -1.939 -.063 -.048
(3.123) (1.895) (2.875) (1.314) (1.123)

CEE -.300 3.471 -.913 -1.908 -.099
(20.811) (41.503) (21.303) (28.911) (12.105)

DEV .408 .797 -.282 -.040 -.431
(7.364) (7.438) (6.711) (4.924) (7.005)

Observations 83

Three stars indicate a significance level of one, two stars five and one star ten percent.
Standard errors are upper bounds on Anderson and Thursby’s (1986) confidence interval
estimators (see appendix C), under the assumption of zero correlation between Allen elas-
ticities and labor shares. Relaxing this assumption likely reduces standard errors.

shares, which need not be satisfied. If this restriction fails in the data, con-
fidence intervals might shrink and yield more definitive answers. In addition,
sub-samples by sectors (such as manufacturing parents with commercial affili-
ates) and ‘stand-alone’ German parents might yield more definitive estimates.
Both refinements remain tasks for future drafts of this paper.

The sample of omnipresent German MNEs in all foreign locations is too
small to reduce the size of confidence intervals for our substitutability tests.
However, coefficient signs (table 5) reveal an interesting pattern of complemen-
tarities (off the diagonal). Since complementarities across regions are likely
captured much more closely in the sample of omnipresent MNEs, we consider
it conceivable that these patterns hold true. Surprisingly, however, labor in
CEE now becomes a complement to German labor.

Our present data suffer from two shortcomings. First, instead of calculating
regional wages and regional employment separately for the inference of likely
labor cost shares, we intend to calculate country-level labor cost shares in the
future and to average those by region. Second, inter-MNE trade is not properly
accounted for. While we consider multilateral flows across foreign regions less
likely to be dominant in the full sample, (foreign) intermediate inputs at the
German parent should be accounted for. With a future string match to balance
sheet data of publicly traded German companies, we will observe intermediate
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inputs and be able to use value added instead of turnover as an output proxy
in the factor share regressions (8).

Finally, our sample of German MNE’s locations clearly suffers from selec-
tion into those locations. We are currently working on a theoretical framework
that is amenable to estimation and will allow us to control for prior location
choice with probability estimates from section 6 in the factor share regressions
(8).

8 Conclusion

Using a newly constructed database on German multinationals, we undertake a
first investigation into the foreign location choice and potential consequences
for home employment among German MNEs. The German data comprise
information on German FDI and characteristics of both parents and foreign
affiliates. The data permit a treatment of how parent-firm characteristics affect
location choice, and how this location choice in turn impacts labor demand
across locations.

We find that relative abundance of skilled labor is an attracting factor,
indicating that German MNEs are skill-seeking in their location choices. A
large domestic market seems to weaken this effect, however, implying that a
large, skill scarce country may be as attractive as a small, skill-abundant one.
Operating in a high-wage industry reduces the probability of investing in devel-
oping countries relative to the probability of investing in other countries. We
interpret this as evidence that MNEs in skill-intensive industries seek skilled
labor also in their foreign operations.

Labor demand elasticity estimates mostly tend to indicate substitutability
between home and foreign employment but our tests have no power yet to
reject the alternative under current shortcomings of our sample and estimation
procedure. Coefficient estimates for CEE might indicate that German MNEs
with a one percent higher wage in their home sector increase their employment
in CEE by one percent. So, labor cost saving motives for outsourcing might be
present. On the other hand, a one percent wage reduction at existing affiliates
in CEE only reduces German employment by about .02 percent. We take
this as further evidence that German MNEs might trace high-wage employees
abroad and be insensitive to slight wage changes, given the location’s income
level. In future drafts of this paper, we intend to use probability estimates of
location choice to correct biases from location selection in the labor demand
estimator.
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Appendix

A The BuBa FDI data

We use FDI data for the years 1989 through 2001 at the firm level from BuBa’s
direk (Direktinvestitionenstatistik) data base. Panels of both individual parents
and affiliates are identifiable during the subperiod 1996 through 2001. Exchange rate
information at the balance sheet closing dates is available for a purchasing-power-
parity oriented currency conversion in the same subperiod 1996 through 2001. We
derive two data sets from the original data.

1. Raw data. The raw fdi data are available as a three-dimensional panel, in-
dexed by (i) parent, (ii) foreign affiliate, (iii) year. Every observation in the
raw data corresponds to a single “K3 questionnaire” (K3 meaning reported
outward FDI from Germany). In this data set, every observation can be
thought of as indexed by i, u, t, where i denotes the parent, u the affiliate, and
t the year.

2. Parent-host-country aggregates. Using the raw fdi data, we derive a three-
dimensional panel indexed by (i) parent, (ii) host country of affiliate and (iii)
year. Whenever a parent carries out multiple investments in a particular
country, we aggregate these investments into one observation. We therefore
interpret investments of the same parent firm in different countries as inde-
pendent location decisions conducted by independently operating parts of the
firm. Every observation in this data set can be thought of as indexed by i, j, t
where i denotes the German parent, j denotes the host country, and t the
year.

Currency conversion and deflation. We convert all economic data of foreign
affiliates into euro (EUR) and deflate them so that figures are comparable across
countries on a purchasing-power-related common basis. In BuBa’s original direk
data, all information on foreign affiliates is reported in German currency, using the
exchange rate at the closing date of the foreign affiliate’s balance sheet. We apply
the following deflation and currency conversion method to all financial variables
between 1996 and 2001. (i) We use the market exchange rate on the end-of-month
day closest to an affiliate’s balance sheet closing date to convert the DEM figures
into local currency for every affiliate. This reverses the conversion applied to the
questionnaires at the date of reporting. (ii) A deflation factor for every country
deflates the foreign-currency financial figures to the December-1998 real value in
local currency. (iii) For each country, the average of all end-of-month exchange
rates vis-à-vis DEM between January 1996 and December 2001 is used as a proxy
for the purchasing power of foreign currencies relative to the DEM. All deflated local-
currency figures are converted back to DEM using this purchasing-power proxy. The
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resulting deutschmark (DEM) figures are then converted into euro figures at the rate
1.95583 (the conversion factor at the inception of the euro in 1999).

We use the foreign countries’ CPIs (Consumer Price Indices from the IMF’s
International Financial Statistics) to deflate the figures. Whenever a country’s CPI
is not available from IFS but the main currency used in that country is issued in some
other country, we use the CPI of the currency-issuing country. The CPI deflation
factors for all countries are rebased to unity at year end 1998.

B String matches and the BuBa USTAN data

We string-match companies in the BuBa ustan (Unternehmensbilanzstatistik) data
set by name to companies in the Buba fdi data set in order to obtain information on
the domestic operations of German MNEs. Every firm in Germany who draws a bill
of exchange in a given year is required by law to report its balance sheet to BuBa,
who collects this information in its ustan data base when the bill of exchange is
rediscounted. The data base is considered the most comprehensive source of bal-
ance sheet data for companies outside the financial sector in Germany, and includes
companies from the financial sector. The draft of bills of exchange remains a com-
mon form of payment in Germany. However, increases in BuBa’s value threshold for
reporting resulted in several drops of the sample and a marked decrease in the year
2001. For the year 2000, on which we base the current paper, we successfully string
match a total of 1,731 ustan firms to fdi firms. However, only 108 of those firms
provide consolidated balance sheet information. For more comprehensive data on
consolidated balance sheets, we plan an additional string match to data on the 400
largest publicly listed German corporations (from Hoppenstedt) for future drafts.

We extract ustan information on the balance sheet total, exports, equity (in-
cluding retained profits), profits, (non-financial) fixed assets, liabilities, the number
of employees, and turnover. We use the German CPI (from the IMF’s International
Financial Statistics) to deflate the DEM (EUR) financial figures in the ustan data
set. The CPI deflation factor is rebased to unity at year end 1998. Deflation to
year-end 1998 values makes financial figures comparable to the purchasing-power-
parity inspired conversion method for our foreign financial figures. The end of 1998
is the mid point of our 1996-2001 data. In addition, the introduction of the euro in
early 1999 makes December 1998 a natural reference date.

For robustness checks, we are interested in German MNEs who have only foreign
but no domestic affiliates (‘stand-alone’ parents). For this purpose, we string-match
companies in the BuBa fdi data set by name and location to companies in the
firm register of the association of German credit agencies Vereinigung der Vereine
Creditreform, as available in its database markus. We use the information on
ownership shares from markus to infer whether and how domestic firms form part
of corporate trees to which BuBa Outward fdi firms belong. If no domestic affiliate
is found for a BuBa Outward fdi firm, we label the fdi firm a ‘stand-alone’ parent.
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C Confidence interval estimator for wage elas-

ticities of labor demand

The wage elasticity estimators for labor demand are

η̂rm =
Ârm + θ̄rθ̄m

θ̄r
, m 6= r, and ηrr =

Arr + θ̄2
r

θ̄r
− 1, (9)

with confidence intervals in the normal-distribution case (Anderson and Thursby
1986)

η̂rm ± z0

[
η̂2

rmσ2
θr

/I − 2ζrmη̂rmσθr(σ̂
2
A,rm + υ2

rm)
1
2 /I

1
2 + σ̂2

A,rm + υ2
rm

] 1
2
/θ̄r,

where z0 is the critical value from the standard normal distribution, I the sample
size, θ̄r and σθr are the sample mean and sample standard deviation of θir, σ̂2

A,rm is
the estimated standard error of Ârm,

ζrm =
[
ρθr,θrθmσθrσθrθm + (I−1) θ̄r(σ2

θr
− θ̄rθ̄m + θrθm)

]
/I2,

υ2
rm =

[
θ̄2
rσ

2
θm

+ θ̄2
mσ2

θr
+ 2ρθr,θm θ̄rθ̄mσθrσθm + (1 + ρθr,θm)σ2

θr
σ2

θm

]
/I,

and ρθr,θm ≡ Cov(θir, θim)/σθrσθm and ρθr,θrθm ≡ Cov(θir, θirθim)/σθrσθr,θrθm are
sample correlations. Note that ζrm is the estimated correlation between the numer-
ator and denominator of η̂rm, conditional on zero correlation between 1+Arm/θ̄rθ̄m

(the Allen partial elasticity of substitution) and θ̄r.
Lacking re-access to the confidential data at the moment, we assume ζrm = 0.

This yields upper bounds on our confidence intervals for positive estimates of η̂rm.

D Regions and country groups

We define seven broad regions as: APD [Asia-Pacific Developing countries], CEE
[Central and Eastern European countries], EMU [European Monetary Union mem-
ber countries], ODV [Other Developing countries], OIN [Overseas Industrialized
countries], OWE [Other Western European countries], RCA [Russia and Central
Asian countries]. All country mappings to these regions are based on the respective
December 2002 “memberships.” We aggregate these broad regions further into the
four country groups: CEE [Central and Eastern European countries], DEV [De-
veloping countries], OIN [Overseas Industrialized countries], and WEU [Western
European countries, including Western European non-EU countries].
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Table 6: Regions and Country Groups

Seven Four
regions groups Description

CEE CEE Central and Eastern European countries
including EU accession countries and candidates

APD DEV Asia-Pacific Developing countries
including Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan;
including dominions of oin, owe and emu countries;
including China, Mongolia and North Korea;
excluding South Asia (India, Pakistan)

ODV DEV Other Developing countries
including South Asia (India/Pakistan), Africa, Latin
America, the Middle East;
including dominions of oin, owe and emu
countries; excluding China

RCA DEV Russia and Central Asian economies;
excluding China, Mongolia and North Korea

OIN OIN Overseas Industrialized countries
including Canada, Japan, USA, Australia, New Zealand
as well as Iceland and Greenland

EMU WEU European Monetary Union member countries
OWE WEU Other Western European countries

including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK

Table 7: Capital-labor Ratios by Host Region

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Regiona

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
APC 30.886 39.66 48.678 54.336 55.8 57.609
CEE 33.402 32.498 32.752 37.108 40.286 40.382
EMU 51.867 51.84 53.274 61.696 74.65 67.286
ODV 32.729 31.425 35.829 40.732 39.99 40.06
OIN 103.41 106.984 117.57 136.283 122.825 179.685
OWE 73.63 72.64 73.24 75.849 62.63 58.568
RCA 115.219 121.71 7.281 25.807 30.009 23.203

Source: Own calculations (fixed assets deflated in local currencies, converted to eur at
December 1998 exchange rates). Data: DIREK, Deutsche Bundesbank 1996-2001.

aFor regional definitions, see table 6.
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Table 8: Foreign Employment by Affiliate Sector and Host Re-
gion in 2000, in Thousand Employees

CEE DEV OIN WEU Total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Agric. & Mining 3.022 4.442 10.885 2.618 20.966
Food & Textiles 62.324 44.455 7.669 46.64 161.088
Mach. & Eqpmt. 189.656 338.256 305.02 400.11 1233.042
Other Manuf. 135.405 168.31 205.661 295.225 804.602
Commerce 119.553 73.303 147.508 437.653 778.017
Fin. & Bus. Svcs. 50.816 43.211 63.265 180.956 338.249
Other Services 73.749 46.161 64.528 144.82 329.259
Total 634.525 718.138 804.536 1508.023 3665.223

Source: Own calculations (ownership weighted). Data: DIREK, Deutsche Bundesbank
1996-2001.

Table 9: Foreign Employment by Parent Sector and Host Region
in 2000, in Thousand Employees

CEE DEV OIN WEU Total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Agric. & Mining 1.719 .99 5.185 1.368 9.261
Food & Textiles 30.341 17.978 8.433 34.602 91.354
Mach. & Eqpmt. 149.981 265.6 263.861 301.797 981.239
Other Manuf. 80.985 109.739 116.362 185.51 492.596
Commerce 48.636 20.348 56.714 99.239 224.937
Fin. & Bus. Svcs. 269.299 262.638 306.949 819.627 1658.512
Other Services 40.369 34.376 33.735 45.895 154.374
Househ. & Gov. 13.197 6.471 13.298 19.984 52.95
Total 634.525 718.138 804.536 1508.023 3665.223

Source: Own calculations (ownership weighted). Data: DIREK, Deutsche Bundesbank
1996-2001.
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Table 10: Nested Logit Estimates of FDI Presence in 2000

Sample Full Stand-alone
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln gdpa .731 .734 .734 .794
(.033)∗∗∗ (.039)∗∗∗ (.039)∗∗∗ (.073)∗∗∗

ln Skills, scarce loc. .27 .237 .237 .208
(.077)∗∗∗ (.094)∗∗ (.094)∗∗ (.178)

ln Skills, abund. loc. .117 .117 .117 .063
(.029)∗∗∗ (.035)∗∗∗ (.035)∗∗∗ (.067)

ln Skills, scarce loc. × ln gdp -.009 -.008 -.008 -.007
(.003)∗∗∗ (.003)∗∗ (.003)∗∗ (.006)

ln Skills, abund. loc. × ln gdp -.004 -.004 -.004 -.002
(.001)∗∗∗ (.001)∗∗∗ (.001)∗∗∗ (.002)

Parent interactions with Central and Eastern European countriesb

ln Employment (t− 1) -.005 .087
(.029) (.057)

ln Fixed assets/empl. (t− 1) .186 .176
(.054)∗∗∗ (.101)∗

Profits/Equity (t− 1) .005 .048 .051 .045
(.008) (.02)∗∗ (.02)∗∗ (.022)∗∗

ln Sector wage (t− 1) -.761 -.409 -2.311
(.601) (.601) (.921)∗∗

Parent interactions with developing countriesb

ln Employment (t− 1) .048 .099
(.021)∗∗ (.039)∗∗

ln Fixed assets/empl. (t− 1) .088 .166
(.045)∗ (.086)∗

Profits/Equity (t− 1) .011 .032 .033 .0005
(.007)∗ (.026) (.026) (.05)

ln Sector wage (t− 1) 1.261 1.614 1.87
(.498)∗∗ (.499)∗∗∗ (1.002)∗

Inclusive valuesc

Industrial countries .965 .703 .849 .196
(.009)∗∗∗ (.228)∗∗∗ (.231)∗∗∗ (.323)

Developing countries .873 .066 .086 -.611
(.013)∗∗∗ (.298) (.301) (.48)

Observations 318,440 212,344 212,344 68,856

Three stars indicate a significance level of one, two stars five and one star ten percent.
aFurther country-level regressors: ln Distance, ln gdp per capita (not reported).
bFurther parent-level regressor: ln Location count (not reported).
cAbsent lower-level interactions, coefficient on CEE countries restricted to unity.
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Table 11: Translog Labor Share Estimates, Stacked Observations

Labor cost shares at locationa

WEU OIN CEE DEV
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Wages
GER -.007 -.008 .003 -.002

(.003)∗∗ (.003)∗∗∗ (.002) (.001)

WEU -.032 .003 -.002 .002
(.003)∗∗∗ (.002) (.002) (.001)

OIN .003 -.025 -.002 .003
(.002) (.003)∗∗∗ (.002) (.002)∗∗

CEE -.002 -.002 .001 .0005
(.002) (.002) (.003) (.002)

DEV .002 .003 .0005 -.005
(.001) (.002)∗∗ (.002) (.002)∗∗

Turnover
GER -.042 -.023 -.011 -.007

(.003)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.001)∗∗∗

WEU .043 -.004 .002 -.001
(.005)∗∗∗ (.003) (.003) (.002)

OIN -.006 .029 .003 -.004
(.004) (.005)∗∗∗ (.003) (.002)∗

CEE -.001 .006 -.006 -.0003
(.004) (.004) (.004) (.002)

DEV -.004 .001 -.001 .013
(.004) (.004) (.003) (.003)∗∗∗

Fixed assets
GER .011 .01 .001 .003

(.003)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.002) (.001)∗∗∗

WEU .016 -.003 -.003 -.002
(.003)∗∗∗ (.003) (.002) (.001)

OIN -.005 .022 -.003 -.0009
(.004) (.003)∗∗∗ (.002) (.001)

CEE -.001 -.008 .018 -.001
(.005) (.004)∗∗ (.003)∗∗∗ (.002)

DEV -.0009 -.009 -.001 -.002
(.005) (.004)∗∗ (.003) (.002)

Constant .43 .25 .085 .065
(.018)∗∗∗ (.015)∗∗∗ (.011)∗∗∗ (.007)∗∗∗

R2 .563 .494 .227 .218

Three stars indicate a significance level of one, two stars five and one star ten percent.
aBase line location Germany (GER), 1,460 total observations
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